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 Step 5: The only thing left is to test the MyWi functionality! MyWi will start to search for nearby devices and start sharing your
Internet with them. Step 6: Enjoy your time spent with a limited data plan without any cable. On my current build of 4.0, i have
to add the defaults route for the mywicontroller.plist file to get it to work. When i run it with the defaults route added the screen
comes up with the icon but the only thing on it is a red “x” to the side of the icon with a message stating that there was an error
in starting the mywi controller. Without the defaults route it works fine but i have a locked bootloader and can’t use a default

route and have my home button work. It has to use my wifi profile and not my standard wifi profile to work. I’m looking for the
right combination to get this to work and i’m not sure if there’s a solution. Any help would be greatly appreciated. This thread
does not apply to you. Your request is for the bootloader to be unlocked for you. Your request is in direct contradiction to the
terms of the thread you are reading. Your request will be ignored and the thread will be closed. On my current build of 4.0, i

have to add the defaults route for the mywicontroller.plist file to get it to work. When i run it with the defaults route added the
screen comes up with the icon but the only thing on it is a red “x” to the side of the icon with a message stating that there was
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